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SECOND MAJOR PROJECT: CREATE SENTENCE STRUCTURE BOOKS
Name: Create Sentence Structure BooksOBJECTIVE: Create an illustrated book that explains sentence structure
terms.DIRECTIONS: You will create an eight page illustrated vocabulary book.1. You will receive two sheets of
white paper and one piece of construction paper.2. Fold each piece of paper in half width wise.3. You will work
on the right half and left half of the front and back side: four term...
File name: sentence-structure-booklet.pdf
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MICROSOFT WORD - SENTENCE STRUCTURE VARIETY.DOC
Sentence Structure Variety1 Subject verb object simple sentenceThe vivid memories of the holocaust have
caused Elie to have sleepless nightsSubject verb object2 Subject adjective clause verb object complex
sentenceElie Wiesel who was deported at age ﬁfteen experienced inhumane atrocitiesSubject adjective clause
verb object3 Introductory adverb clause independent clause complex sentenceWhen we lea...
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STANDARD 3: STUDENTS WRITE AND SPEAK USING CONVENTIONAL GRAMMAR, USAGE, SENTENCE
STRUCTURE, PUNCTUATION, CAPITALIZATION, AND
`Standard 3: Students write and speak using conventional grammar, usage, sentence structure, punctuation,
capitalization, and spellingStandards and Components Third Fourth FifthKnow and use subject verb Proﬁcient
Proﬁcient Proﬁcientagreement Recognize use common and proper nouns Know and use correct subject verb
Use correctly subject verb agreement Recognize use irregular plural nouns agreement...
File name: Standard 3 - Conventions.pdf
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PT
De hFrom Martin Luther Kings Note toLetter from Birmingham JailBegun on the margins of the newspaper in
which the statement appeared while I was in jail, the letter wascontinued on scraps of writing paper supplied
by a friendly Negro trusty, and concluded on a pad my attorneyswere eventually permitted to leave me.From
Martin Luther Kings Note to Letter from Birmingham Jail Page 1 ...
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